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INTRODuc~.rION 

The UNIX operating system (ref. 1) running on the DEC 

PDP-11/qS computer was chosen to support picture processing 

research in center 135 (ref. 2) because of the large amount of 

support software which had been written for it. However picture 

processing requires the dynamic creation, deletion and accessing 

of large files (up to 32,000,000 bytes). The version of UNIX 

available at the time was limited to 65,536 byte files. There 

was also the need to be able to read and write large amounts of 

data for real-time applications in an asynchronous manner. These 

requirements have led to the design and implementation of large 

contiguous files and asynchronous I/0 within the framework of 

the UNIX operating system as described below. 
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Large contiguous files are implemented within the framel«>rk 

of the UNIX file system. That is. the names of the files follow 

the UNIX convention of a simple hierarchical structure. Each 

large contiguous file has an inode associated with it which con 

tains a bit in the "flag" word indicating that it is a large con 

tiguous file and is to be treated specially. The bytes in the 

inode for such a file are used as follows: 

0-1 
2 
3 
4-5 
6 
7-21 
22-25 
26-29 
30-31 

flags 
number of links 
user ID of owner 
size(least sig. word) in bytes 
volume number of pack on which file exists 
must be zero 
cr'e at.Loa time 
modification time 
size(most sig. word) in bytes 

~he flags are used as follows: 

100000 
040000 
020000 
010000 
004000 
000040 
000020 
000010 
000004 
000002 
000001 

inode is allocated 
directory 
file has been modified (always on) 
large file 
big contiguous file 
set user ID on execution 
executable 
read, owner 
write. owner 
read, non-owner 
write, non-owner 

These files are implemented only for RP02 and RP03 disk 

packs. The RP02 disk pack contains 203 cylinders of which only 

the first 200 are used for the file system. The RP03 disk pack 

contains 406 cylinders of which only the first 400 are used for 

the file system. For both packs. each cylinder has 20 tracks of 

10 (256 word) sectors each. Thus the total capacity of an RP02 

disk pack is 20M bytes whereas that of the RP03 disk pack is 40M 
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bytes, 

In a typical UNIX installation, one pack is used as a per 

manently mounted system pack with one or more file systems of 

7000 sectors each on the pack. Any number of other packs may be 

mounted or dismounted without disrupting the operation of the 

UNIX time-sharing system. On the system pack, the area not 

reserved for the UNIX file systems are set aside for contiguous 

files. on the other dismountable packs, the complete pack is 

used for the allocation of contiguous files. For example, for an 

RP03 system pack with 5 UNIX file systems the last (80000-5•7000) 

= usooo sectors on the pack are used for contiguous files. On a 

dismountable RP03 disk pack, the total 80000 sectors are used fpr 

contiguous files. 

~he contiguous files are allocated on the disk area outside 

of the file systems defined by the UNIX bit maps. The area on 

each pack used for contiguous files is defined by a volume label 

at the beginning of each dismountable pack (rp1 ••• rp7) • The 

volume label for the system pack occurs just beyond the end of 

the UNIX file systems. Files are allocated in units of a track. 

In the contiguous file area, tracks are assigned as follows: 

1 volume label and bit map 
2-x VTOC entries 
(x+1)-n contiguous file areas 

where (x-1) tracks are devoted to VTOC entries and the last (n-x) 

tracks are devoted to the actual contents of the contiguous 

files. Unless otherwise stated, the following values of x, n are 

used: 
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X 
RP02 system pack 20 
RP03 system pack 20 
RP02 dismountable pack 20 
RP03 dismountable pack 20 

n 
500 

Q500 
4000 
8000 

The sectors in the first track are used as follows: 

1 
2 
3-10 

volume label 
bit map (bit per 2 ·tracks) 
unused 

The words in the first sector of the first track are used as 

follows: 

0 
1-2 
3 
Q 

5 
6, 
7-Q9 
50-254 
255 

volume number 
date labelled 
number of tracks available for file system 
number of tracks for label 
number of tracks for VTOC entries 
size of VTOC entry (in bytes) 
character string label supplied by pack owner 
unused (zero) 
checksum 

The next sector contains the bit map for the contiguous file area 

on the pack. Each bit represents 2 tracks. A 1 bit indicates an 

un-allocated track whereas a Obit indicates an allocated track. 

The VTOC entries currently consist of 64 bytes of informa 

tion on the contiguous file which it describes. Thus one sector 

contains 8 VTOC entries. The VTOC entries contain sufficient 

information to reconstruct the bit map if required. The bytes in 

a VTOC entry are used as follows: 

0-31 
32-33 
34-35 
36-39 
40-41 
LJ2-43 
44-45 
LJ6-61 
62-63 

complete path name of file 
inode of file 
ldev of inode 
size of file (in bytes) 
record size (in bytes) 
starting track number 
number of consecutive tracks allocated 
other extents 
checksum 
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To find the starting disk sector address of a contiguous file the 

i-node and idev number of the file are hashed to obtain a pointer 

to a VTOC block on disk. This disk sector is read in and 

searched for the given i-node and idev, which are the keys to the 

VTOC entry. 

To support these large contiguous files, the following sys- 

tem calls have been added to the UNIX operating system: 

sys alloc 
sys pckm 
sys pcku 
sys dseek 

These system routines are invoked by passing the address of the 

list of arguments in ro. 

al!Q£: - allocate disk space for a contiguous file 

mov $arg,r0 
sys alloc 
. . . . . . 

arg: name 
mode 
packvol 
ntracks 
rsize 

where 

name - points to null-terminated string naming a file 

mode - mode bits of file as in "sys creat" 

packvol - pack volume number 

ntracks - number of consecutive tracks to be allocated 

rsize - record size 

pckm: - mount given volume number on given drive number 

mov Sarg,rO 
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sys pckm . . . . . . 
arg: drivno 

packvol 

where 

drivno - physical drive number 

packvol - pack volume number 

pcku: - unmount given volume number 

mov $arg,r0 
sys pcku 
. . . . . . 

arg: packvol 

where 

packvol ~ pack volume number 

dseek: - move read/write pointer by double word offset 

mov iarg,rO 
sys dseek 

arg: filed 
offset 
ptrname 

where 

filed - file descriptor (0 - 9) refers to file open for 

reading or writing 

offset - double word offset pointer 

ptrname - O - pointer is set to offset 

1 - pointer is set to current location plus offset 

2 - pointer is set to size of file plus offset 

Normally the system pack is mounted when the UNIX system is 
• 
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booted up and 11/etc/init" is executed. other packs· must be 

mounted specifically. To enable the user to mount and dismount 

other packs at will and also to allocate disk space for contigu 

ous files easily, the following commands have been written: 

This program allocates space on a given volume number with 

sufficient consecutive space to hold the given number of records. 

Space is allocated in 2 track quanta. Packf is invoked by means 

of: 

packf name mode volume rsize nrecords 

where name - pathname of file to be created 

mode - mode bits of file 

volume - pack volume number 

rsize - size of a record 

nrecords - maximum number of records in file 

This program initializes a disk pack for large contiguous 

files with all VTOC entries zeroed out and a label put at the 

beginning of the pack. The bitmap is appropriately initialized. 

The program may only be invoked by the super-user as follows: 

packi drive volume label 

where drive - physical drive number 

volume - volume number to be put on pack 

label - up to 80 character user specified label 
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~ pack is mounted on the given drive number by means of: 

packm drive 

where drive is the given drive number. Before a volume can be 

mounted the label block checksum is verified. Upon a successful 

mount the volume number of the pack is printed out. 

A given volume number is dismounted on a drive by means of: 

packu volume 

where volume is the given volume number that is to be dismounted. 

oackl 

In order to find out what contiguous files exist on a volume 

on a given drive, one may invoke: 

packl drive 

where drive is the given drive number. This program will print 

out all the pertinent information about the volume mounted on the 

given drive including a list of all files on the volume. It will 

essentially give a synopsis of the information contained in the 

volume label sector and give an indication of how many ~racks of 

the volume have been allocated for files and how many tracks are 

left unallocated and may still be used. A file map is printed 

out indicating which VTOC block has been used. where the inode 

for the file exists, the name of the file, its size in bytes and 
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the total number of· tracks which have been allocated for the 

file. 

Two UNIX commands have been modified to give the user more 

information about his contiguo~s files. The "ls" command will 

now indicate whether or not a file is contiguous by means of a 

"c" in the mode bits of the file description. The "stat" command 

will indicate the mode of a file (whether contiguous or not) and 

will also give the true size of the file (in bytes) making use of 

the most significant size word in the inode. 

As far as UNIX code is concerned, all contiguous files may 

be accessed in the normal way by means of the standard UNIX sys 

tem calls such as 11open, close, read, write, stat". When a "sys· 

creat" is done on a contiguous file, its length is truncated to 

zero tut the space which had been allocated for it is left in 

tact. To make full use of these large contiguous files, one can 

utilize the asynchronous I/0 features which have been added to 

UNIX. 

For some real-time applications involving large amounts of 

data, it is often necessary to perform more sophisticated i/o 

operations than possible with the standard file read and write 

operations in UNIX. specifically it is desirable to be able to 

do I/0 directly to or from the user's address space without the 

use of the system side buffers. The reasons for this are two 

fold - reduce system overhead time and allow the input or output 

of more than 512 bytes of data at a time. In some cases one 
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would also like to initiate more than one transfer of data simul 

taneously and then wait for them to finish separately thus reduc 

ing transfer set-up times where these are critical. For in 

stance, using asynchronous I/0 ·directly into the user·s area, one 

can transfer a track of data (2560 words) fran an RP disk in no 

more than two revolutions of the disk. Using the standard UNIX 

read would take more than 10 revolutions of the disk as 10 

separate I/0 operations are required. 

Asynchronous I/0 routines have been incorporated into the 

UNIX operating system to allow one to initiate I/0 directly to or 

from such block-oriented devices as magtape, dectape and all disk 

devices. For magtape specifically, one is now able to read or 

write records which are not necessarily 512 bytes long. The 

impleroentation of large contiguous files also allows one to ini 

tiate asynchronous I/0 to or from these files. An error condi 

tion will be indicated however if one attempts to initiate asyn 

chronous I/0 to or from a standard UNIX file. 

Two new system calls have been added to the UNIX operating 

system in order to implement asynchronous I/0: 

sys srtio 
sys static 

This call is invoked to initiate asynchronous I/0. Its cal- 

ling procedure is the same as for "sys read" and 11sys write": 

(file descriptor in rO) 
sys srtio;buffer;nbytes 
(system buffer descriptor index in rO) ... 
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The file descriptor is the word returned from a successful open, 

creator alloc and determines whether the I/0 operation to be 

initiated is a read or a write. Here "buffer" is the address of 

the buffer into which or from which the "nbytes" of data are to 

be transferred. Upon return from the system the I/0 has not been 

completed yet, but the system buffer descriptor which has been 

allocated for this I/0 transfer is returned in rO and must be 

remembered when testing the status of this particular I/0 

transfer. The error bit will be set if the I/0 could not be ini 

tiated. conditions for error may include: bad buffer address, 

11nbytes11 which would cause transfers outside the user'• s address 

space, bad file descriptor or no more system buffer descriptors 

available. currently only 4 buffer descriptors are available in 

the system to be used for asynchronous I/0 transfers. This 

number is an assembly parameter and may be increased if need be. 

statio: 

~his system call is invoked to check the status of a given 

asynchronous I/0 transfer as follows: 

mov $bufst,r0 
sys statio 

... 
bufst: bptr 

flags 
nbytes 

where bptr - index to the system buffer descriptor which 
describes the I/0 transfer requested as passed 
back by "sys srtio" 

flags - status of this particular I/0 operation 
04000 - read active 
02000 - read outstanding 
01000 - write active 
00400 - write outstanding 

nbytes - number of bytes returned. 
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The user must pass the index to the system buffer descriptor 

which describes the I/0 transfer requested as passed back by "sys 

srtio" in "bufst". The flags and nbytes are returned to him in 

"bufst+2" and "bufst+4" respectively. 

All asynchronous I/0 initiated must be waited for. but the 

order in which they are waited for is not important. The flag 

bits are returned as zero upon a successful completiori of the I/0 

transfer. The error bit will be set upon an error condition 

detected such as physical I/0 errors or if the user is not the 

owner of this system buffer descriptor. While there is any out 

standing asynchronous I/0 for a user. he is guaranteed not to be 

swapped out. Upon exiting from a process all asynchronous I/0 

started is first waited for. 

A simple example of the use of these asynchronous I/0 

routines is given in Appendix A. The program copies data from an 

RP02 drive Oto an RP02 drive 1, one track at a time. Total exe 

cution time is less than 5 minutes compared to almost 40 minutes 

by using the standard "sys read" and "sys write" routines in 

UNIX. 

MH-1352-HL-JER 

Att. 
References 
Appendix A 

H. Lycklama 
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Appendix~ 

/ copy rpO to rp1 using asynchronous io routines 

srtio = 50. 
statio = 51. 
nsect. = 10. 

sys open;rpO;O 
bes oerr 
mov rO,-rptr 
sys open;rp1;1 
bes oerr 
mov rO,wptr 
niov $200.*203.,r3 

2: 
mov rptr,rO 
sys srtio;buffer;nsect*512. 
bes rerr 
mov rO,bufst 

1 : 
mov $bufst,r0 
sys statio 
bes serr 
mov $bufst,r0 
bit $7400,2 (rO) 
bne 1b 
mov wptr,rO 
sys srtio;buffer;nsect*512. 
bes werr 
mov rO,bufst 

1: 
mov $bufst,r0 
sys statio 
bes serr 
mov $bufst,r0 
bit $7400,2 (rO) 
bne 1b 
sub $nsect,r3 
bne 2b 
sys exit 

oerr: 4 
rerr: 4 
werr: 4 
serr: Q 

rptr: 0 
wptr: 0 ----- 
rpO: </dev/rpo,o> 
rp1: </dev/rp1,o> 

.even 
bufst: .=.+6 
buffer: .=.+[nsect*512.] 


